
 
 

 

Aerial Survey Leader Launches Remote Inspection Guides 

Sky Revolutions, one of the country’s most authoritative voices in aerial surveying, has launched a 

new series of Remote Inspection Guides. 

The Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) Inspection Guides are designed for those making the transition 

from manual to remote UAS surveying and provide a handy summary of the critical aspects of 

conducting remote inspections.  

The first two Guides in the series are designed for the Energy Sector and provide an overview of 

remote inspections for those responsible for maintaining Transmission Towers, Powerlines, and Wind 

Turbines. 

Director Ben Gorham said: “We’re delighted to bring these summary guides to one of our key sectors. 

Our energy customers have been increasingly vocal in requesting information to help them transition 

to remote inspections. 

“We’re looking forward to expanding the series across other sectors and continuing to help asset 

owners to understand the enormous benefits of remote inspection.” 

You can download the guides by registering here.  

www.skyrevolutions.co.uk 

01778 560 929 
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Notes for Editors 

Sky Revolutions  

Sky Revolutions is a leading surveying company offering high quality surveying, aerial surveying, aerial 

photography and filming services across the UK Energy & Renewables, Construction & Mining, Utilities 

& Telecoms, and Facilities Management industries.  

 

The company was set up to bring significant knowledge from the construction sector to aerial 

surveying. Expert in building, planning and site assessments, Sky Revolutions uses its understanding 

of construction and maintenance to deliver valuable and contextual insight via some of the world’s 
most sophisticated Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS).  

 

This combination of construction expertise and advanced Drone or UAS proficiency has seen the 

company attract the attention of some of Europe’s largest maintenance, utilities and facilities 
management experts.  It now employs a team of highly trained specialist pilots and support staff to 

deliver a new cost-effective, safer and accessible means of surveying at height. 

 

Links 

Sky Revolutions online. 
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Kate Treen, Content Marketing Executive 

k.treen@skyrevolutions.co.uk 

01778 560929 
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